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Abstract. Consider a wildly ramifiedG-Galois cover of curvesφ : Y → P1
k branched at only one

point over an algebraically closed fieldk of characteristicp. In this note, I prove using
formal patching that all sufficiently large conductors occur for such coversφ when the
Sylow p-subgroups ofG have orderp. c© 2002 Acad́emie des sciences/Éditions scientifi-
ques et ḿedicales Elsevier SAS

Conducteurs des rev̂etements avec ramification sauvage

Résum é. Soitk un corps alǵebriquement clos de caractéristiquep. Soitφ : Y → P1
k un rev̂etement

fini galoisien, de groupeG, ramifié seulement au-dessus d’un point (avec ramification sau-
vage). On montre l’existence d’un revêtement de ce type avec tous conducteurs suffisam-
ment grands quand lesp-Sylow deG sont d’ordrep. La d́emonstration consistèa étudier
la géoḿetrie formelle. c© 2002 Acad́emie des sciences/Éditions scientifiques et ḿedicales
Elsevier SAS

1. Introduction

Let Xk be a proper smoothk-curve wherek is an algebraically closed field of characteristicp. Ab-
hyankar’s Conjecture (Raynaud [7] and Harbater [2]) determines which finite groupsG occur as a Galois
group of a coverφ : Y → Xk of smooth connected curves branched at a finite set of pointsB. An open
problem is to determine which filtrations of higher ramification groups can be realized for the inertia groups
of such a coverφ.

Let S be a chosen Sylowp-subgroup ofG. In this note, I restrict to the case thatS has orderp. Under
this assumption, any inertia group ofφ is of the formI ' Z/p o µm with gcd(p, m) = 1. Furthermore, the
filtration of higher ramification groups at a ramification pointη is determined by one integerj, namely by
the lower jump or conductor; note thatj = val(g(πη)−πη)−1 whereid 6= g ∈ S andπη is a uniformizer at
η. There are several necessary conditions on the conductor:gcd(p, j) = 1 and the ordern′ of the prime-to-p
part of the center ofI equalsgcd(j, m).

WhenXk ' P1
k, B = {∞}, and|S| = p, I prove that all sufficiently large conductors occur for such

coversφ, Corollary 2.4.
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The main idea of the proof is that it is possible to increase the conductor of a givenG-Galois cover
φ : Y → Xk at any wild ramification point. In Section 2, I construct a family of covers so thatφ is
isomorphic to the normalization of one fibre of the family. The techniques consist of local deformations
and formal patching [3]. One can then use another fibre of this family to find another cover ofP1

k with the
same Galois and inertia group but with larger conductor.

For more general results along these lines, see [5].
Supposef : Y → X is a morphism of schemes,ξ is a point ofX, andη ∈ f−1(ξ). ThegermX̂ξ of X

at ξ is defined to be the spectrum of the complete local ring of functions ofX at ξ andf̂η : Ŷη → X̂ξ is the
corresponding morphism of germs of curves.

2. Increasing the conductor

In this section, we show that it is possible to increase the conductor at a branch point while preserving the
inertia and Galois group. LetR = k[[t]] andK = k((t)). Let b be the closed point ofU = Spec(k[[u]]).
Let UR = Spec(R[[u]]) andUK = UR ×R K = Spec(k[[u, t]][t−1]).

PROPOSITION2.1. – LetI ' Z/p o µm. Suppose there exists anI-Galois coverφ : X → U of normal
connected germs of curves with conductorj. Then fori ∈ N with gcd(j + im, p) = 1, there exists an
I-Galois coverφR : XR → UR of irreducible germs ofR-curves, whose branch locus consists of only the
R-point bR = b×k R, such that:

1. The normalization of the special fibre ofφR (t = 0) is isomorphic toφ away fromb.

2. The generic fibreφK : XK → UK of φR is an I-Galois cover of normal connected curves whose
branch locus consists of only theK-point bK = bR ×R K over which it has inertiaI and conductor
j + im.

Proof . – After an automorphismA of k[[u]], the equations forA∗φ are given by:um
1 = u, xp−x = u−j

1 .
Consider the normal coverφ′R : X ′

R → UR given generically by the equations:

um
1 = u, xp − x = u

−(j+im)
1 (t + ui).

The I-Galois action on the variables is given by the same expressions and the cover is irreducible. The
curveX ′

R is singular only above the point(u, t) = (0, 0). The normalization of the special fibre agrees with
A∗φ. The coverφ′R is branched only at theR-point u = 0 sinceu1 = 0 is the only pole of the function

u
−(j+im)
1 (t + ui). Taking the restriction ofφK overSpec(K[[u]]) wheret + ui is a unit, we see thatφK

has inertiaI and conductorj + im overbK . Pulling back the coverφ′R by the automorphismA−1 ×k R of
R[[u]] changes none of these properties and thus yields the coverφR. �

We now use Proposition 2.1 to deform a given cover to a family of covers and then specialize to another
fibre of the family to get a cover with new ramification data.

THEOREM 2.2. – Suppose there exists aG-Galois coverφ : Y → Xk of smooth connected curves with
branch locusB and inertiaI ' Z/p o µm and conductorj aboveξ1 ∈ B. Then fori ∈ N+ such that
gcd(j + im, p) = 1, there exists aG-Galois coverφ′ : Y ′ → Xk, whereY ′ is a smooth connected curve of
genusgY ′ = gY + |G|i(p− 1)/2p, such that:

1. The branch locus ofφ′ consists only of thek-pointsξ for ξ ∈ B. For ξ ∈ B, ξ 6= ξ1, the ramification
behavior forφ′ at ξ is identical to that ofφ at ξ.

2. The coverφ′ has inertiaI and conductorj + im at ξ1.
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Proof . – Let η ∈ φ−1(ξ1). Applying Proposition 2.1 to theI-Galois cover of germs of curveŝφη :
Ŷη → X̂ξ1 , there is a deformation̂φR : ŶR → X̂R with the desired properties. In particular,φ̂K has inertia
I ' Z/p o µm and conductorj + im overξ1,K . Consider the disconnectedG-Galois coverIndG

I (φ̂R).
The coversφ andIndG

I (φ̂R) and the isomorphism given by Proposition 2.1 constitute a relativeG-Galois
thickening problem [3]. The (unique) solution to this thickening problem [3, Theorem 4] yields aG-Galois
coverφR : YR → XR. Recall thatφR is isomorphic toIndG

I (φ̂R) over X̂R and isomorphic to the trivial
deformationφtr : Ytr → Xtr of φ away fromξ1. ThusYR is irreducible sinceY is andYK is smooth since
Ytr,K andŶK are.

The data for the coverφR is contained in a subringΘ ⊂ R of finite type overk, with Θ 6= k since the
family is non-constant. Sincek is algebraically closed, there exist infinitely manyk-points ofSpec(Θ). The
closureL of the locus ofk-pointsx of Spec(Θ) over which the fibreφx is not aG-Galois cover of smooth
connected curves is closed, [1, Proposition 9.29]. Furthermore,L 6= Spec(Θ) sinceYK is smooth and
irreducible. Letφ′ : Y ′ → Xk be the fibre over ak-point not inL. Note thatY ′ is smooth and irreducible
by definition. The other properties follow immediately from the isomorphisms above. The increase in the
genus results from the larger conductor due to the Riemann-Hurwitz formula. �

One can also change the Galois group, the inertia group, or the congruence value of the conductor by
deforming covers of germs of semistable curves, see [5].

DEFINITION 2.3. – LetG(S ) ⊂ G be the subgroup generated by all proper quasi-p subgroupsG′ such
thatG′ ∩ S is a Sylowp-subgroup ofG′. The groupG is p-pure ifG(S) 6= G.

COROLLARY 2.4. – Let G be a finitep-pure quasi-p group with Sylowp-subgroupS of orderp 6= 2.
Let me be the exponent of the normalizerNG(S) of S in G divided byp. For all j ∈ N with j > me(2 +
1/(p − 1)) andgcd(j, p) = 1, there exists aG-Galois coverφ : Y → P1

k branched at only one point with
inertia groupZ/p and conductorj.

Proof . – Under these hypotheses, [4, Theorem 3.5] applies. Its conclusion is that for someI ' Z/p o
µm ⊂ G and somej 6 m(2 + 1/(p− 1), there exists aG-Galois coverφ : Y → P1

k of smooth connected
curves branched at only one point over which it has inertia groupI and conductorj. By Abhyankar’s
Lemma, a pullback ofφ has inertiaZ/p and conductorj. The corollary follows from Theorem 2.2. �

For results on groups which are notp-pure, see [5].
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